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Is Currency Appreciation or Depreciation Expansionary
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Abstract: Applying an extended IS-MP-AS model (Romer, 2000), this paper shows that real depreci-

ation of the euro raises real GDP in Kosovo and that a lower real lending rate in the euro
area, a higher real GDP in Germany, a lower real oil price, or a lower expected inflation
rate would help increase real GDP. More government deficit spending as a percent of GDP
does not affect real GDP.
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Introduction
Kosovo’s economy shows strengths as well as weaknesses. According to the International Monetary Fund, the growth rate of real GDP reached 3.5% in 2017. Even
during 2008-2010, the economic growth rate was still more than 3%. Since 2013,
the inflation rate has been lower than 2%. Since 2014, its net borrowing as a percent
of GDP has been below 3%. Its general government gross debt as a percent of GDP
rose gradually from 15.628% in 2010 to 23.477% in 2017, suggesting that Kosovo has
pursued a relatively prudent fiscal policy as its debt-to-GDP ratio was substantially
less than the 60% threshold under the Maastricht Treaty. In 2016, Kosovo exported
1.3463 billion euro of goods and services and imported 3.0721 billion euro of goods
and services, resulting in a trade deficit of 1.7258 billion euro. Mainly due to the
trade deficit, Kosovo recorded a current account deficit of 9.699% of GDP in 2016,
indicating that there would be room for improvement in international trade. The relatively high unemployment rate of 27.5% in 2016 suggests that it was much higher
than the average unemployment rate in the European Union and that attracting more
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foreign direct investment (FDI) or stimulating domestic investment spending in order
to create more job opportunities is an important agenda for the government to pursue.
Kosovo’s major trading partners include Albania, China, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and Turkey. Kosovo is a member of the Central European Free Trade Agreement
(CEFRA), which was signed by Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia. Moldova, Montenegro and Serbia. During 1980-1990, the Yugoslav dinar was
the official currency used by the Kosovan people. During 1991-1999, due to high
inflation and loss of financial credibility caused by the wars in former Yugoslavia,
the German mark became the de facto currency for daily transactions. In 1999, the
German mark was adopted as the official currency. In 2002, in order to stabilize
the exchange rate, facilitate international trade, reduce potential high inflation and
enhance foreign capital inflows, Kosovo adopted the euro as the de facto currency
unilaterally without being a member of the Eurozone. Because of the adoption of the
euro, Kosovo cannot manage or control the exchange rate. Although the adoption of
the euro provided macroeconomic and financial stability but failed to deliver microeconomic benefits such as stimulation of exports (Bunjaku, 2015).
This study focuses on the impact of real appreciation or depreciation on aggregate output in Kosovo. Other relevant macroeconomic variables will be considered
as well. The paper extends the IS-MP-AS model (Romer, 2000). The advantage of
this model is that monetary policy responds to the inflation rate, which is consistent
with monetary policy of the Central Bank of the Republic of Kosovo to pursue price
stability.
Literature survey
There are several recent articles studying the effect of the exchange rate on aggregate
output or the trade balance for the Southern or Eastern European countries.
In studying the J curve hypothesis in Croatia, Stučka (2003) finds that there is
deterioration of the trade balance after depreciation and that it takes two and half
years to improve the trade balance. The study for Croatia may be relevant for Kosovo
because these two countries had a similar background in the former Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia.
Using a sample of nine East European countries, Bahmani-Oskooee and Kutan
(2006) indicate that real depreciation raises real GDP in Poland, Slovakia, Latvia and
Belarus in the short run, reduces real GDP in Russia, Hungary, the Czech Republic
and Estonia in the short run, and has no impact on real GDP in Lithuania in the short
run, and does not have impact on real GDP in the long run.
Based on a sample of eleven Eastern European countries during 1990.M1 – 2005.
M6, Bahmani-Oskooee and Kutan (2009) examine the effect of depreciation on the
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The data were collected from the International Financial Statistics published by the
International Monetary Fund. Real GDP is measured in million euros. An increase in
the real effective exchange rate means real appreciation, and vice versa. Government
deficit is measured as a percent of GDP. The lending rate in the euro area minus the
inflation rate in the euro area is selected to represent the world real interest rate. Real
world income is represented by Germany’s real GDP. The real crude oil price per
barrel is measured in the euro. The expected inflation rate is estimated as the average
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spending as a percent of GDP. The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) of 1.7863%
suggests that the forecast error is relatively small.
Table 1. Estimated Regression of Log(Real GDP) in Kosovo
Constant
Log(real effective exchange rate)
Government deficit/GDP ratio
Real lending rate in the euro area
Log(real GDP in Germany)
Log(real oil price)
Expected inflation rate
Second quarter
Third quarter
Fourth quarter
R-squared
Akaike information criterion
Schwarz criterion
Sample period
Methodology
MAPE

Coefficient
5.213801
-2.139133
-0.003111
-0.009151
0.886895
-0.007950
-0.025364
0.194198
0.257650
0.210847
0.979375
-4.307721
-3.727061
2011.Q1-2017.Q2
GARCH
1.7863%

z-Statistic
419.1379
-235.3486
-1.166390
-2.155358
365.2028
-5.952194
-955.0177
18.25464
30.70110
31.30506

Probability
0.0000
0.0000
0.2435
0.0311
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Notes:
GARCH stands for the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity.
MAPE is the mean absolute percent error.

Specifically, a 1% increase in the real effective exchange rate would lead to a decrease in real GDP by 2.1391%, suggesting that a 1% real appreciation (depreciation)
would result in a 2.1391% decline (increase) in real GDP. This finding suggests that
the positive effect of real depreciation of the euro such as more exports dominates
the negative effect of real depreciation such as higher import costs and domestic inflation. The insignificant coefficient of the government deficit-to-GDP ratio indicates
that deficit-financed government spending tends to be ineffective in raising real GDP
due to the crowding-out effect reducing private spending. The negative significant
coefficient of the real lending rate in the euro area implies that the real lending rate in
Kosovo responds to a change in the real lending rate in the euro area positively. When
real GDP in Germany rises 1%, Kosovo’s real GDP would increase by 0.8869%. Although the coefficient of the real oil price is negative and significant, the impact measured in percent change is relatively small. The negative and significant coefficient
of the expected inflation rate implies that a higher expected inflation tends to shift
short-run aggregate supply to the left, raise the inflation rate and reduce real GDP.
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Summary and conclusions
This paper has examined the impacts of real appreciation or depreciation and other
related macroeconomic variables on aggregate output in Kosovo. An extended ISMP-AS model (Romer, 2000) is applied. Real depreciation of the euro, a lower real
lending rate in the euro area, a higher real GDP in Germany, a lower real oil price
and a lower expected inflation rate would raise real GDP in Kosovo. More government deficit spending as a percent of GDP does not affect real GDP mainly due to
the crowding-out effect.
There are several policy implications. Real depreciation instead of real appreciation
raises real GDP. Hence, the positive effects of real depreciation such as improvement in
the trade balance dominate the negative effects. The authorities may need to exercise
caution in pursuing expansionary fiscal policy as more deficit spending as a percent of
GDP does not affect real GDP. Because the euro is the national currency, its monetary
policy is constrained by the decision made by the European Central Bank.
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